Part 4
Report on performance

Overview
Per formance information
and repor ting model
The DPS Outcome and Program Framework
consists of four programs—with subprograms—
and administered work programs. The
framework is summarised in Figure 4.1.
Performance indicators for each program are
established in the Department of Parliamentary
Services Portfolio Budget Statements 2009-10.
The indicators cover the quality, quantity and
price aspects of the department’s programs or
services.
In this part of the annual report, performance
results and explanatory comments are provided
against each of the department’s subprograms.

Program cost attribution
DPS operates through a branch structure that is
aligned to its program structure.
Each branch comprises a number of cost
centres that collect all direct operating costs,
including depreciation, on an accrual basis.

The internal overheads attribution process
is completed in a number of steps. First,
the costs of all corporate cost centres are
allocated to subprograms. Then, the cost of
providing internal services (IT, communications
and accommodation) is attributed to those
sub programs that receive the services. This
methodology ensures that the department
reports the total cost of services provided to
clients for each subprogram.

Ef fectiveness in achieving
the planned Outcome
The Outcome statement of DPS is that:
‘occupants of Parliament House are supported
by integrated services and facilities, Parliament
functions effectively and its work and building
are accessible to the public’.

Occupants of Parliament House
are suppor ted by integrated
ser vices and facilities, …
DPS provides occupants and other users of
Parliament House with a wide range of services
and facilities. These are described in general
terms in Parts 2 and 3. The performance
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reports in Parts 3 (Parliamentary Library) and
4 measure and discuss the DPS performance
in delivering those services and facilities.
Environmental performance is discussed in Part
5.
The results demonstrate success in a variety
of areas but less satisfactory performance
in others. Because of the ongoing nature of
the outcome, and the scope for providing our
services more efficiently and effectively, DPS
will continue to look for further improvements.

Parliament functions ef fectively …
Parliament’s operations have continued to
run smoothly to the extent that this is the
responsibility of DPS. Our contribution
includes:
(a)
(b)

(c)

ensuring the security of the building,
including the chambers in particular, and
of building occupants;
providing a suitable venue for
parliamentary activity through
building maintenance and provision of
building services and information and
communications technology services;
and
providing Library and Hansard services
to enable members of Parliament to
contribute effectively to parliamentary
activities.

… and its work and building
are accessible to the public.
In 2009-10, DPS facilitated access for the
general public to the work of the Parliament and
its building by:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

providing 1,341 hours of chamber
broadcasts;
providing 2,191 hours of committee
broadcasts;
providing print-ready Hansard transcripts
on the DPS internet site and the web
interface to ParlInfo; and
hosting approximately 866,000 visitors.

The effectiveness of our services is assessed
through a customer satisfaction survey
conducted each Parliament that collects
customer views on:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the appropriateness of, and satisfaction
with, existing services;
problems with service delivery;
identification of service gaps; and
the extent to which services
and facilities are appropriately
and conveniently integrated and
accessible to assist the user.

Program 1—Library services
Program 1 is the provision of an effective
knowledge centre for the Parliament through
the provision of information, analysis and
advice.
Performance reports for the Parliamentary
Library subprograms 1.1 and 1.2 are set out in
Part 3 of this annual report.

Program 2—Building and
occupant services
Introduction
Program 2 of the DPS Outcome and Programs
Framework is the provision of an efficiently
functioning, safe and secure environment for
Senators, Members, other building occupants
and visitors.
Two subprograms, Security services and
Facilities services, contribute to Program 2.

Subprogram 2.1—Security ser vices
DPS provides security and emergency services
to occupants of, and visitors to, Parliament
House.

Indicator—E x tent to which securit y
procedures are followed
During 2009-10, there were 224 reported
security incidents. Of these incidents,
223 were dealt with in accordance with
established procedures. In the other incident,
information on the correct procedure has been
promulgated within the security organisation
and the procedure has been the subject of a
subsequent validation exercise.
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OUTCOME

1.2 Information access
services

1.1 Research services

An effective knowledge
centre for the Parliament
through the provision
of information, analysis
and advice

Library services

PROGRAM 1

services

4.2 Hansard services

4.1 Broadcasting
services

3.1 Building
infrastructure services

2.1 Security services
3.2 IT infrastructure

Access to the work of
the Parliament through
the provision of audiovisual and Hansard
records of proceedings
of Parliament

Integrated services
and facilities through
the provision of
maintenance,
infrastructure and
support services

An efﬁciently
functioning, safe and
secure environment for
Senators, Members,
other building occupants
and visitors

2.2 Facilities services

Parliamentary
records Services

PROGRAM 4

Infrastructure
services

PROGRAM 3

Building and
occupant services

PROGRAM 2

» Gardens and
landscapes

» Artworks

» Furniture

» Building

Preservation of the
heritage value of
Parliament House and
surrounds

Works programs

ADMINISTERED
ITEMS

Occupants of Parliament House are supported by integrated services and facilities, Parliament functions
effectively and its work and building are accessible to the public.

Figure 4.1—Relationship between Outcome and Programs

Figure 4.2—Subprogram 2.1—Security services—quality indicators

Performance
Quality indicator

Measure

Extent to which
security procedures
are followed

Percentage of reported
security incidents dealt with
in accordance
with agreed procedures
(target: 100%)

Validation of
security
procedures

The extent to which each
validation was successful
(target: 100%)

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

100%

100%

99%

New
indicator

92%

100%

Figure 4.3—Subprogram 2.1—Security services—quantity indicators

Quantity
indicator

Performance
Measure
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

100%

100%

100%

AFP-UP:
151

AFP-UP:
150

AFP-UP:
115

PSS: 83

PSS: 95

PSS: 109

Number of hours of internal
guarding (PSS)—Monthly average

25,212

25,164

21,636

Number of hours of external
guarding (AFP-UP)—Monthly
average

11,722

11,007

10,459

Validation
of security
procedures

Percentage of security validation
program achieved (target: 100%)

Security
incidents

Number of reported security
incidents

Security
services

Number of parliamentary and nonparliamentary functions (including
official visits) requiring additional
security resources
Number of scheduled emergency
evacuation exercises completed
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See Figure 4.4

New
indicator

2

2

Indicator—E x tent to which each
validation was successful
Security validation exercises are conducted
monthly by the Parliamentary Security Service
(PSS) officers and Australian Federal PoliceUniform Protection (AFP-UP) to test how well
security procedures work. The results of
each exercise are reviewed by the Security
Management Board (SMB).
The security validation program was updated in
January 2009 to better align with the outcomes
of the security risk review.
As a result of lessons learned from exercises
conducted in 2008-09, security procedures
were updated in 2009-10 to address the issues
identified.

Indicator—Validation of securit y
procedures
All scheduled validation exercises were
conducted in 2009-10. In total, 20 exercises
were conducted, of which four were conducted
as joint exercises between the PSS and AFPUP.

Indicator—Securit y incidents
Security incident reports are completed in
response to events that may require follow-up
action, such as protests, threatening telephone
calls, non-compliance with security screening
and unattended or suspect items. Reports are
completed by AFP-UP or PSS staff.

with staff and union representatives, with
consideration given to peak periods and various
response scenarios and contingency solutions.
The reduction in guarding hours has been
achieved by eliminating a supervisory layer,
reducing redundant shift periods and adopting
more efficient rostering practices. Service levels
and security outcomes have been maintained
since the commencement of the roster in
August 2009.
The reduction in external guarding hours is
attributed to the transfer of the Ministerial
Wing patrol function to the PSS. Daily external
guarding hours did not drop below the required
minimum staff levels.
Two emergency evacuation exercises were
scheduled and conducted in 2009-10. Both
activities were partial building evacuations.
Some parliamentary and non-parliamentary
functions require additional security resources
from the PSS. The definition of a parliamentary
function includes functions in support of the
whole of Parliament, but excludes specific
political party or executive government
functions. Official visits include guests of
Government and guests of parliamentary
delegations.

Indicator—Cost of securit y ser vices

Indicator—Securit y ser vices

Increases to salary costs have been offset
by efficiencies achieved through a reduction
in overtime expenditure; a smaller and more
streamlined management and administrative
structure; and the new security roster. The
transfer of the Ministerial Wing patrol function to
the PSS provided an offset against increased
AFP-UP costs.

The number of PSS hours used each
month varies depending on the number of
parliamentary sitting days and, to a lesser
extent, the number of functions held in
Parliament House.

There is no cost-recovery applied to security
services provided to parliamentary functions.
The cost of security services for nonparliamentary functions is recovered from
function organisers.

The reduction in internal guarding hours is
attributed to improvements to the structure of
the security roster. Staffing requirements for
the new roster were developed in consultation
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Figure 4.4—Number of parliamentary, non-parliamentary functions and official visits requiring additional security resources

Measure

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

79

96

50

418

36

5

12

11

New
indicator

16

3

Number of non-parliamentary functions

676

419

495

Number of non-parliamentary functions requiring
additional security resources

375

338

364

Number of parliamentary functions
Number of official visits
Number of parliamentary functions requiring additional
security resources
Number of official visits requiring additional security
resources

Figure 4.5—Subprogram 2.1—Security services—price indicator

Performance
Price indicator

Security
services

Measure
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

a) internal guarding
(PSS)

$10,593,453

$11,697,367

$11,660,700

b) external guarding
(AFP-UP)

$10,479,017

$10,482,876

$10,213,416

c) additional PSS
guarding for
parliamentary functions

$11,437

$23,261

$10,035

d) additional PSS
guarding for nonparliamentary functions

$345,466

$327,098

$407,539

New indicator

$31,404

$4,349

$210,223

$165,910

$151,476

$29.875m

$32.447m

$29.799m

Staff costs for:

e) additional cost of PSS
or AFP-UP guarding for
official visits
Direct costs of Pass
Office operations
Total cost of
subprogram 2.1

8. This was incorrectly reported as 185 in 2008-09.
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Subprogram 2.2—Facilities ser vices
DPS provides facilities management, health and
wellbeing, and visitor services to occupants of
and visitors to Parliament House.

cleaning, pest control and sanitary services.
All complaints were referred to the relevant
contractor for corrective action and resolution
with the individuals concerned.

Indicator—Visitor satisfaction

Qualit y indicators
The term customer refers to Parliament
House building occupants, whilst the term
visitor is taken to mean members of the
public visiting Parliament House. There are
no customer satisfaction figures for 2009-10
as DPS conducts a customer satisfaction
survey once for each Parliament. The last
two surveys conducted were for the 41st and
42nd Parliaments in 2006-07 and 2008-09
respectively. (See Figure 4.7)

Indicator—Customer satisfaction
DPS received a total of 58 complaints, of
which 30 related to catering and 28 related to

Visitor satisfaction measures provide feedback
on how well visitor services are delivered, and
how well visitor expectations are met. The
Facilities Management Section continued to use
the approach that was introduced in 2008-09 to
record visitor complaints.
Visitor Services received 17 complaints relating
to the provision of guided tours from a total of
933,878 visitors recorded over the 2009-10
period. The majority of the complaints related
to changes to the guided tour schedule.
Complaints received were assessed by the
Visitor Services team and selected actions were
taken to improve service delivery, including the
review and distribution of advertising material
outlining tours times and products.

Figure 4.6—Subprogram 2.2—Facilities services—quality indicators

Quality
indicator

Performance

Measure
2007-08

Customer
satisfaction

Visitor
satisfaction

2008-09

2009-10

High level of building
occupant and/or user
satisfaction with facilities
contracts for catering,
cleaning, pest control and
sanitary services

See Figure 4.7

Number of complaints
about facilities contracts
for catering, cleaning, pest
control and sanitary services

69

82

58

Number of complaints about
guide services

3

14

17

0

2

44

5

Number of complaints about
the Parliament Shop
Number of complaints
about facilities contracted
for catering, cleaning, pest
control and sanitary services

New
indicator
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Figure 4.7—Subprogram 2.2—Customer Satisfaction Survey

Performance (% Satisfied or Very Satisfied)
Function
2006-07

2009-10

Catering

42

57

-

Cleaning

68

67

-

Health and Recreation Centre

84

80

-

Non-catered functions

60

68

-

Nurses Centre

85

92

-

Parliament Shop

88

90

-

Visitor Services (Guides)

88

88

-

Not applicable

70

-

Childcare

Visitor Services staff also received 14
complaints relating to the temporary disruption
created by the reconfiguration works in the
public underground car park. This feedback
was considered by the relevant project team
and, where appropriate, changes were made to
the car park design.
Two complaints were received about the
Parliament Shop regarding disability access
and DVD products with no subtitles for hearingimpaired customers. Staff responded to these
concerns by ensuring floor space and walkways
in the Parliament Shop were clear at all times
and that future purchasing of DVD products
includes subtitles wherever possible.
Over the period 2009-10, DPS received five
complaints from visitors in relation to Facilities
services, which is a reduction on the 44
complaints received in the previous year
and is attributed to the catering contractor
responding to visitor feedback. Four of the
2009-10 complaints related to catering services
and, as a result, the catering contractor made
menu changes and provided improved staff
awareness and training. One complaint related
to cleaning services.
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2008-09

Indicator—Facilities management
The conduct of functions at Parliament House
allows the catering contractor to provide
catering services to the Parliament in a
sustainable and cost-effective manner. The
conduct of these events is closely managed by
DPS and the catering contractor in consultation
with the Department of the Senate and the
Department of the House of Representatives
to ensure parliamentary business is able to
proceed unimpeded.
When required, Facilities Management
provides room set-up and pack-down
services in support of official visits or noncatered parliamentary functions. The number
of contracted labour hours used for official
visits and parliamentary functions was not
available due to changes in the way these tasks
were administered. This will be rectified to
ensure data is available for 2010-11. However,
the overall costs for contracted labour are
consistent with the previous year and there was
only a slight reduction in the combined total of
official visits and parliamentary functions.

Figure 4.8—Subprogram 2.2—Facilities services—quantity indicators

Performance
Quantity indicator

Measure
2007-08

Facilities
Management

Nurses Centre

Health and
Recreation Centre

2008-09

2009-10

Number of parliamentary functions
supported by Facilities Management

New
indicator

258

209

Number of official visits supported
by Facilities Management

New
indicator

4

16

Number of non-parliamentary
functions supported by Facilities
Management

New
indicator

766

1,013

Number of parliamentary and nonparliamentary catered functions
held at Parliament House

New
indicator

1,261

970

Total number of catered and
non-catered, parliamentary and
non-parliamentary functions held at
Parliament House

New
indicator

2,285

2,192

Number of contracted labour
hours used for official visits and
parliamentary functions

New
indicator

465

N/A

Number of incidents and accidents
(including requests for first aid)
managed by the Nurses Centre

925

830 9

735

Number of vaccinations delivered
under Influenza Vaccination
Program

558

620

617

a) Senators and Members

67

72

55

b) staff of Senators and Members

23

16

13

667

584

489

Number of members, by category:

c) others (building occupants)
Number of casual visits by category of user:
a) Senators and Members

33

14

26

b) staff of Senators and Members

667

828

1,188

c) others (building occupants)

680

643

929

New
indicator

590

608

Total number of places in classes

6,156

6,322

6,399

Total number of attendees at
classes

3,750

3,954

2,904

867,220

863,552

933,87810

Classes conducted:
Total number of classes

Community
engagement with
Parliament House

Total number of visitors

9. The 2008-09 figure of 787 has been revised following the receipt of additional information.
10. An estimated 67,000 passholders were redirected through the Main Front public entrance whilst the staff
basement entry was being refurbished. Estimated visitors for 2009-10 on a like-for-like basis was some
866,000.
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Figure 4.8—Subprogram 2.2—Facilities services—quantity indicators (continued)

Performance
Quantity indicator

Measure
2007-08

Community
engagement with
Parliament House

4,981

4,527

2,331

Total number of school tours
conducted

3,256

3,310

3,437

Total number of special tours
conducted

610

454

550

Total number of paid tours
conducted

New
indicator

70

141

Total number of participants in
general (public) tours

New
indicator

101,236

78,114

Total number of participants in
school tours

114,086

119,765

125,760

Total number of participants in
special tours

9,825

7,095

6,677

New
indicator

2,296

3,907

330

348

87

Total number of filming and
photographic requests processed

New
indicator

325

333

Total number of visitors to the
Parliament Shop

New
indicator

280,002

284,599

62,257

65,019

64,079

Total number of participants in
garden tours

Total number of purchases from the
Parliament Shop

Over the financial year 2009-10, DPS negotiated
and finalised new licence arrangements with 22
Press Gallery organisations and six of the nine
retail outlets.

Indicator—Nurses Centre
The Nurses Centre focuses on the delivery of
a range of health services to both visitors and
occupants of Parliament House.
There was a small decrease in the number of
incidents, accidents and requests for first aid
services responded to by the Nurses Centre.
The delivery of an awareness program by the
Nurses Centre resulted in building occupants
being able to access first aid boxes within their
own areas and manage first aid needs instead
of necessarily presenting to the Nurses Centre.
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2009-10

Total number of general (public)
tours conducted

Total number of participants in paid
tours

The Parliament Shop
customers

2008-09

The number of participants in the 2010
Influenza Vaccination Program remained stable
at around 620. The program was scheduled
later in the year compared to 2009 due to the
delayed availability of the vaccine; however,
the vaccinations were provided within the
period advised by the Therapeutic Goods
Administration. The later scheduling also
meant that there was no conflict with the April
school and public holidays, which maximised
availability of the program.
The Nurses Centre responded to suggestions
provided in the 2008-09 staff and customer
surveys for a Health Promotion Program within
Parliament House. An Annual Health Promotion
Calendar was implemented and included
sessions on weight, diabetes, healthy bones,
kidneys, heart, non-smoking and asthma
awareness. The program was well attended
and received positive feedback.

Indicator—Health and Recreation
Centre

Indicator—Communit y engagement
with Parliament House

The Health and Recreation Centre provides
recreation and sporting facilities for Parliament
House, as well as direct services for building
occupants such as fitness classes and
assessments.

The total number of reported visitors to
Parliament House is measured by the number
of people entering the Main Front public
entrance. For nearly four months of the year, an
estimated 67,000 passholders were redirected
through the Main Front public entrance whilst
the staff basement entry was being refurbished.
When this is taken into consideration, the
2009-10 visitor numbers are consistent with
2008-09.

Total membership of the Health and Recreation
Centre decreased by 17% in 2009-10. However
casual attendance increased by 44% over
the same period. The majority of casual visits
to the Health and Recreation Centre were by
parliamentary staff, who experience irregular
and intermittent work schedules during sitting
periods. The reason for a reduction in class
attendance is being considered as part of a
review of the Health and Recreation Centre.

During 2009-10, there was a decrease in the
number of general (public) tours due to the trial
and subsequent implementation of fixed tour
times. The introduction of fixed tour times was
an initiative implemented to allow additional
support to be provided to school tours, which
increased by 4% in 2009-10.

A number of new exercise initiatives were
trialled in 2009-10, including boot camp,
walking classes and cycling classes.

The decrease in garden tour participants is
related to a change in the way the tours were
promoted and availability of qualified staff
to provide the tours. The gardens tours are
scheduled to coincide with Floriade and will
continue to feature as a tour option for visitors.
DPS continued to recognise the importance of
community engagement and, during 2009-10,
developed renewed partnerships with tourism
bodies including the Canberra Convention

Figure 4.9—Parliament House Visitors 1988-2010
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Bureau, National Capital Attractions and ACT
Tourism. During this time, these relationships
provided valuable information to the review
of visitor products and services including the
development of conference gift packages and a
self-guided tour option.

Indicator—The Parliament Shop
The Parliament Shop is a gift and souvenir retail
outlet, run by DPS for the benefit of visitors and
building occupants. The Parliament Shop had
284,599 visitors in 2009-10. In a similar trend
to last financial year, 23% of Parliament Shop
visitors went on to make a purchase.
As in previous years the Parliament Shop
hosted a number of successful book launches,
which helped promote book sales and uphold
the customer’s expectation of the Parliament
Shop as a provider of quality parliamentary
reference and Australian literature.
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Indicator—Facilities ser vices
Contracts and licence revenue has increased
slightly, in line with CPI adjustments and
the commencement of the licence renewal
program. The net decrease in the cost of
operating the Health and Recreation Centre is
due to increased revenue from memberships
and casual visits, and improved staffing
arrangements.
The Parliament Shop experienced a net profit
decrease of 4% attributable to salary costs and
increased cost of goods. Net profit, although
slightly decreased, remains well above the 10%
revenue target.
The outlook for Facilities is one of continued
focus on sound contract and licence
management, improved administration,
investigation of future revenue potential and
efficiency improvements.

Case study—Visitor Services

DPS Visitor Services team provides a unique
experience to visitors and occupants of
Parliament House.
Ian Dobson and Harriet Bateman are two of
our Visitor Services team who are passionate
about the Australian Parliament and the
building, and it’s hard not to be inspired
when there is so much going on around
you that impacts on the nation. ‘I enjoy
being involved with the variety of customer
services. The positive way in which school
students responded to parliamentary
tours, the service we give to Senators and
Members, and empowering the public
with parliamentary knowledge are all very
rewarding’.

In Ian’s two and a half years with
Visitor Services he has had some great
development opportunities. ‘A very positive
aspect of Visitor services is the range of
professional development opportunities
available. I have found the in-servicing
provided by both houses as invaluable in
updating and expanding my knowledge of
how it all works.’
Harriet came to Visitor Services to assist with
school tours and enjoys her role in working
with school children. ‘The choice to work at
Visitor Services in Parliament House was a
very easy one, allowing me as a student to
work flexible hours’.
Visitor Services is also responsible for
the Parliament Shop, which specialises in
political literature to suit a diverse audience.
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Figure 4.10—Subprogram 2.2—Facilities services—price indicator

Price indicator

Performance

Measure
2007-08

Facilities services

2008-09

2009-10

Cleaning costs under contracts11:
a) internal cleaning costs

$3,561,259

$3,648,785

-

b) industrial cleaning costs

$999,659

$1,006,774

-

c) cost of additional labour
(including function set up)

New indicator

$114,742

-

$139,004

$159,666

$139,885

$1,020,313

$1,067,397

$1,107,321

$350,954

$451,035

$520,318

Waste management costs under
contracts
Gross revenue from:
a) Press Gallery licensees
b) catering contractors
c) non-catered functions

$37,599

$28,534

$30,682

c) other licensees

$189,571

$184,632

$195,095

Management fee paid to catering
contractor(s)

$243,009

$350,00012

$350,00013

Nurses Centre: direct costs

$209,229

$199,079

$194,424

$92,940

$117,360

$34,347

Parliament House Guides
services: net costs (direct costs
less revenue received from paid
tours)

$1,465,102

$1,494,021

$989,228

The Parliament Shop: revenue
(target: $1.3m 2008-09, target:
$1,253,011 2009-10)

$1,119,293

$1,207,257

$1,192,793

The Parliament Shop: net profit
(target: 10% of revenue)

$227, 768
20.3%

$234,777
19.5%

$181,174
15.2%

$9.918m

$10.905m

$7.661m14

Health and Recreation Centre:
net costs (direct costs less
revenue)

Total cost of subprogram 2.2

11. Responsibility for internal/external cleaning was transferred to Program 3 in July 2009.
12. The figure reported in 2008-09 represented fees paid to one of the two catering contractors. This figure
has been updated to include management fees for both catering contractors.
13. This is a fixed fee paid under the two catering contracts. Does not include variable costs.
14. This figure is lower primarily due to cleaning services costs being transferred to Program 3—
Infrastructure services
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Program 3—Infrastructure services
Introduction
Program 3 of the DPS Outcome and Programs
Framework is the supply of integrated
services and facilities through the provision
of maintenance, infrastructure and support
services.

This program comprises two subprograms—
Building infrastructure services and IT
infrastructure services.

Figure 4.11—Subprogram 3.1—Building infrastructure services—quality indicators

Quality indicator

Measure

Performance
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

Extent to which the building
condition is maintained

Building Condition
Index (target: 89-92%)

89.3

89.2%

88.9%

Extent to which the landscape
condition is maintained

Landscape Condition
Index (target: 90%)

83.0

75%

78%

Condition and ageing of
engineering systems

Engineering Systems
Condition Index (target:
90%)

90.0

89.1%

88.2%

Performance of security systems

Scheduled availability
of operational systems:
(a) card management
system (target: 100%)

100%

100%

100%

(b) radio
communications
equipment (target:
100%)

100%

100%

100%

(c) x-ray equipment /
walk-through metal
detection (target: 95%)

100%

100%

100%

(d) CCTV system
(target: 98%)

100%

100%

100%

(e) electronic door
locks (target: 99.8%)

100%

100%

100%

(f) alarms (target:
99.9%)

100%

100%

100%
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Subprogram 3.1—Building
infrastructure ser vices

Indicator—E x tent to which building
condition is maintained

This subprogram involves the provision
of building and security infrastructure,
maintenance services and landscape services,
as well as utility services (electricity, gas, water
and sewerage).

Parliament House is divided into seven zones,
as shown in Figure 4.12, to measure the BCI.
The seven zones have different condition
targets that combine to give an overall score for
the BCI. The target range of 89-92% has been
determined, based on external benchmarks, as
the optimum balance of condition and cost.

E xplanation of indicators
The Building Condition Index (BCI) measures
the current condition of the building fabric of
Parliament House, expressed as a percentage
of the original condition.
The Landscape Condition Index (LCI) measures
the current condition of the landscape
surrounding Parliament House, expressed as a
percentage of the total possible condition.
The Engineering Systems Condition Index
(ESCI) measures the current operation and
condition of the engineering systems in
Parliament House against the expected decline
of those systems through their life cycles. The
system of scoring has been designed so that
the optimum target of 90% is achieved if all
systems are ageing through their life cycle as
expected.

There has been a decrease of 0.3% in the
overall building condition when compared to
2008-09, which reflects the effects of ageing
and use since the building opened in 1988.
The contributing factors to the drop in the
Ministerial Wing score are:
(a)
(b)

reduced painting and carpet replacement
being carried out within the general
circulation areas; and
the six-monthly condition monitoring for
June was delayed until July and therefore
recent maintenance is not reflected
in the overall reading for the year.

The increase in the Back of House score is due
to a considerable amount of painting and some
carpet replacement during the year.

Figure 4.12—Building Condition Index score by zone

Score %

Score %

Score %

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

Zone
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Public areas

89.7

89.4

89.3

Parliamentary chambers

92.6

91.8

91.6

Ministerial Wing

89.7

89.6

89.0

Senate Wing

89.9

89.5

89.1

House of Representatives Wing

89.4

89.3

88.9

Back of House

84.4

84.7

85.6

Plant rooms

89.3

89.9

89.1

Total score

89.3

89.2

88.9

Indicator—E x tent to which landscape
condition is maintained

Indicator—Condition and ageing of
engineering systems

The parliamentary landscape has been divided
into eight zones for the purpose of measuring
the LCI. The zones have different targets that
combine to give an overall score.

To calculate the ESCI, 83 engineering and
structural systems—including air conditioning,
hydraulic, power, fire and security systems—are
scored for reliability, life cycle progress and
actual versus expected condition.

There was a 3% increase in overall landscape
condition in 2009-10. The increase is due
to the reinstatement of the Forecourt water
feature and replacement of some plantings in
courtyards.
Parliament House is in the fourth consecutive
year of ACT stage 3 water restrictions, with
significant parts of the landscape not able to be
watered. This has had a cumulative impact on
the landscape condition.
Trials of couch grass and associated
maintenance issues continue at Parliament
House, and may lead to improvements in the
overall landscape without impacting on the
water requirement.

The overall ESCI score of 88.2% reflects the
ageing of the building, including a number
of ageing electrical and mechanical systems
that have been identified for replacement.
These systems include the central energy
plant, kitchen equipment replacement which
is underway and replacement of exterior street
lighting which is due for completion early in
2010-11.

Indicator—E x tent to which design
integrit y is preser ved
The Design Integrity Index (DII) is the
mechanism used to measure, review and report
on DPS’s performance with regard to design
integrity and heritage management within the
Parliamentary Precincts. In addition, the DII is
the methodology adopted to assess all projects
completed within a reporting year for their
consistency with the original design intent of
Parliament House.

Figure 4.13—Design Integrity Index score by area

Score (%)
2007-08

Score (%)
2008-09

Score (%)
2009-10

Public and Ceremonial areas

93.4

95.9

95.4

House of Representatives Wing

93.2

92.1

90.3

Senate Wing

94.5

95.4

93.2

Ministerial Wing

90.1

93.0

93.1

Committee Rooms and Library

92.4

90.8

89.1

Facilities Areas and Tenancies

82.8

83.0

88.2

Circulation and Basement Areas

85.6

87.2

85.4

Exterior: Landscape and Roadways

91.8

92.8

90.8

Total Score

90.5

91.8

91.2

Zone
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For the purpose of measuring the DII,
Parliament House is divided into eight zones, as
shown in Figure 4.13.

the circulation spaces and the introduction of
non-standard furniture.

In each zone, the components of language,
symbolism, design order, change and the
overall impression are examined and given a
score from one to five. The outcomes for each
component are added together to obtain a zone
score. The zone scores are added to obtain a
building score. This score is then expressed as
a percentage of the total possible score.

Indicator—Per formance of securit y
systems

The DII for 2009-10 is assessed at 91.2%. The
2009-10 DII results remain above the 90%
threshold.
The Facilities areas and tenancies had
improved scores due to good maintenance and
restoration of the private dining rooms.
Building-wide issues that adversely affected
the overall DII rating included inactive
water features, inadequate cleanliness
and presentation of building interiors and
facades, minor maintenance issues, poor
cable management (electric and data cables
in committee rooms and office areas), the
proliferation of business machines throughout

The card management system, closed circuit
television system (CCTV), radio network,
electronic doors and alarms are connected to
a single security network. Overall, the security
network remains stable, and there are a range
of built-in redundancies to ensure the system
continues to function in the event of equipment
failure.
Standard security foot patrols are backed up
by daily camera coverage checks and weekly
camera maintenance. Performance checks
are conducted on all CCTV cameras to ensure
they are operational. From time to time these
routine checks identify individual camera units
that require some form of maintenance, but this
does not detract from the overall performance
of the CCTV system. Faults with individual
camera units are generally rectified within
acceptable timeframes.

Figure 4.14—Subprogram 3.1—Building infrastructure services—quantity indicators

Performance
Quantity indicator

Measure
2007-08

Managing the
potential impact on
the environment

2009-10

Electricity consumption
(target: 84,586 Gj)

88,642Gj

92,386 Gj

96,091Gj

Gas consumption
(target: 40,894 Gj)

41,015Gj

43,522Gj

44,311Gj

22,286
tonnes CO 2 e

22,743
tonnes CO 2 e

24,332
tonnes CO 2 e

Water consumption Total (target:
186,650)

163,481kL

167,662 kL

161,187kL

a) landscape water consumption;
and

New
indicator

97,244 kL

83,817kL

b) building water consumption

New
indicator

70,418 kL

77,370kL

Waste recycled as a percentage
of total waste generated (target:
46%)

43.0

44.0%

41%

Maintenance of plant
and building fabric

Percentage of planned
maintenance achieved
(target: 85%)

94.0

90.5%

88%

Maintenance Help
Desk requests

Total number of calls

3,790

2,943

18,442

Greenhouse gas emissions
(target: 21,733 tonnes CO 2 e)
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2008-09

Indicator—Managing the potential
impact on the environment
Environmental performance reporting
information is in Part 5 of the annual report.
Part 5 includes information on managing the
potential impact on the environment.

Indicator—Maintenance of plant and
building fabric
The Maintenance Services section achieved
88% of the planned maintenance for 2009-10
against a target of 85%.

Indicator—Maintenance Help Desk
requests
The number of reported calls to the
Maintenance Services Help Desk this year
substantially increased due to a new and
more accurate process of recording calls. All
maintenance requests are now logged through
the Help Desk. Maintenance request numbers
for previous years were taken from the number
of work orders raised to respond to requests.

Indicator—Maintenance cost
The 22% increase in the cost of maintenance is
largely attributable to the transfer of internal and
external cleaning from Program 2 to Program 3.

Indicator—Energy cost
The 2009-10 year energy consumption
increased by 3% and energy cost increased by
23% from the previous year.
The 2009-10 year had slightly fewer sitting
days. However, energy use is consistent
with previous non election years. The main
contributor to higher energy use in 2009-10
was the occurence of higher average daily
temperatures, which in turn increased demand
on our heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) requirements.
Furthermore, as well as higher than average
summer temperatures in 2009-10, winter saw
very low consecutive overnight temperatures
contributing to increased gas use for heating.

Indicator—Water cost
Parliament House has over 4,500 rooms on
a site of 32ha, of which 23ha is landscaped.
The total cost of water and sewage use for
Parliament House in the 2009-10 year was
$625,320, which is an increase of 1.6%% from
2008-09. Total water consumption decreased
overall by 4% from the previous year. However
total water cost increased due to a tariff per/kL
rise for potable water.

Indicator—Total cost of subprogram
The total cost of providing building infrastructure
services has increased by 18.2% compared to
2008-09.
This increase is attributed to the previously
mentioned increases in the cost of water and
electricity, along with CPI increases in other
maintenance contracts and salary increases
provided for in the DPS certified agreement.
The transfer of the internal and external cleaning
contracts to Infrastructure Services also
increased costs.
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Figure 4.15—Subprogram 3.1—Building infrastructure services—price indicators

Performance
Price indicator

Maintenance

Measure
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

$19,208,066

$18,696,900
(-2.7%)

$22,811,273
(+22%)

a) internal cleaning costs

-

-

$3,709,485

b) industrial cleaning costs

-

-

$885,030

c) cost of additional labour
(including function set up)

-

-

$81,415

$2,698,528

$2,930,575
(+8.6%)

$3,596,633
(+22.7%)

514,720

$615,652
(+19.6)

$625,320
(+1.6%)

Cost of water: $/ha
landscape (23 ha)

New indicator

$15,52516

$14,138
(-8.9%)

Cost of water: building

New indicator

$258,57417

$300,155
(16.1%)

$21.210m

$19.874m
(-6.3%)

$23,500m18
(+18.2)

Target: Maintenance costs
reduced by 1.25% from
previous year
Cleaning costs under
contracts15:

Energy

Target: Energy cost
reduced by 1.25% from
previous year

Water

Target: Water cost reduced
by 1.25% from previous
year

Building
infrastructure
services

Total cost of subprogram
3.1

15. Responsibility for internal/external cleaning was transferred to Program 3 in July 2009.
16. The cost per ha was erroneously reported in 2008-09 at $261,049.
17. The cost was erroneously reported in 2008-09 at $798,743.
18. This figure is higher primarily due to cleaning services costs being transferred from Program 2— Building
and occupant services.
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Subprogram 3.2—IT
infrastructure ser vices

broadcasting and telecommunications
infrastructure, and customer support for these
services.

IT infrastructure services provided include
the maintenance of information technology,

Figure 4.16—Subprogram 3.2—IT infrastructure services—quality indicators

Performance
Quality indicator

Measure
2007-08

Customer
satisfaction

High level of user
satisfaction—Number
of instances of positive
feedback recorded in
SARMS
Number of user complaints

2008-09

2009-10

Not
applicable

53

37

58

50

26

The total time that critical systems are unavailable during scheduled service
hours, and critical system availability expressed as a percentage of scheduled
service hours (target: 100% availability):

High level of
critical systems
availability

a) information technology
infrastructure (computing
services)

99.96%
(unavailable
for 4:44hrs)

99.99%
(unavailable
for 1:46hrs)

99.98%
(unavailable for
2:56 hrs)

b) information technology
infrastructure (network)

99.99%
(unavailable
for 1hr)

99.98%
(unavailable
for 2hrs)

99.98%
(unavailable for
2hrs)

c) broadcast infrastructure
support

100%
(unavailable
for 0:08hrs)

100%
(unavailable
for 0:09hrs)

100%

d) telecommunications
infrastructure

100%
(unavailable
for 0:00hrs)

100%
(unavailable
for 0:00hrs)

100%
(unavailable for
0:00 hrs)

Percentage of support requests resolved within service standards as follows
(target: 95%):

Timeliness of
incident resolution

a) immediate priority—
response 15 minutes,
resolution 2 hours

90.26%

89.04%

93.27%

b) high priority—response
30 minutes, resolution 4
hours

96.18%

96.83%

97.16%

c) medium priority—
response 30 minutes,
resolution 8 hours

97.38%

95.25%

97.94%

d) as agreed—response
60 minutes, resolution as
agreed

98.20%

97.67%

97.88%
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Indicator—High level of
critical systems availability

Broadcasting Infrastructure Support again had
no downtime recorded in 2009-10.

Systems identified as critical in the Department
of Parliamentary Services Portfolio Budget
Statements 2009-10 are:

IT infrastructure (network) down time was
largely due to the failure of small-scale
communications devices that connect personal
computers (PCs) and printers from office
areas to the network. During business and
sitting periods these failed devices are quickly
replaced, but outside these times a failed
device might only be restored the next morning,
before commencement of the next business
day.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

House of Representatives applications:
(i) Chamber applications; and
(ii) Table Office applications;
Senate applications:
(i) Chamber applications; and
(ii) Table Office applications;
Hansard applications;
OneOffice;
Building Management System (BMS);
Parliamentary Computing Network (PCN);
home servers;
print servers;
email;
sound reinforcement; and
DPS applications:
(i) SAP; and
(ii) PeopleSoft.

Critical systems availability is defined as critical
systems being operational and useable during
scheduled service hours.
Although the 100% target for all critical systems
availability was not met, overall performance
achieved high levels of availability. Responses to
interruptions were timely and technical staff had
the skills and resources to quickly diagnose and
correct the faults.
IT critical systems were unavailable on various
occasions throughout the year, with total
aggregate outages being 176 minutes. The
system failures were due to several factors:
(a)

(b)
(c)
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The chamber systems server that
supports Hansard and Table Office
systems had five outages totalling 71
minutes.
One of the six servers holding network
drives had an outage of 25 minutes.
One email server had an outage
of nine minutes, and another email
server had an outage of 71 minutes.

Major network components have a high degree
of fault tolerance, with most of the critical
systems being connected to the network via
two communication paths. Faults that are
detected in the major network switches can
therefore be bypassed without affecting the
overall performance of the network.
Telecommunications infrastructure achieved
100% availability. The PABX system has a
backup processor which takes over when any
system faults occur. However, some individual
handsets had failures totalling 24 hours. Given
the number of handsets that are deployed,
individual handset failures have an isolated, but
personal, impact on performance.

Indicator—Timeliness of
incident resolution
Service standards for resolution of Client
Support 2020 help desk requests with high,
medium or as agreed priority were met
comfortably. Responses to immediate priority
requests did not meet the 95% target for the
2009-10 year. Only 93.27% of immediate
priority requests were handled within the
service standard. This was an improvement on
2008-09.

Indicator—Suppor t ser vices
The reduction in the number of phone calls
made and facsimiles sent via the broadcast
facsimile gateway can be attributed to mobile
phones and the internet offering alternative
ways of sharing information.

Case study—2020 Client Support
Denis Georgijev started work in the
department in July 2000 and was present
at the 10th anniversary celebrations of 2020
earlier this year.

At the moment much of his focus is on
the upgrade to a new system that should
improve SARMS. However he also takes on
some asset management responsibilities.

Since then he has worked in a number of
roles, including his current position in the
Client Support team that looks after IT,
transcription and broadcasting support for
Senators, Members and staff in Parliament
House and the electorate offices.

Denis identifies the need to adapt to change
as being critical to his position, particularly in
dealing with IT systems.

Over those 10 years the 2020 Support Desk
has managed hundreds of thousands of
calls, and Denis has handled his share of
them, dealing with issues such as changes
to the Standard Operating Environment
(SOE) and supporting Microsoft Windows
XP and Vista with an eye on the future
of a probable move to Windows 7. ‘My
main role is administering our Service and
Request Management System (SARMS), the
system we use to log all requests from our
parliamentary clients’.

‘When I started, our foundation platform
was Windows 98 and we were moving to
Windows 2000. The move to Windows 2000
was popular with our parliamentary clients,
who saw a huge reduction in those famous
Microsoft “error messages” and the “Blue
Screen of Death” that meant nothing to
users’.
Denis enjoys playing a vital role in support of
Senators, Members and staff. ‘I really like the
people here and I am always learning even
after the length of time I have been here’.
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Figure 4.17—Registered PCN users

Registered PCN users

Users

2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

Department of
Parliamentary Services

1,315

1,054

1,111

1,125

1,086

-3.6%

Department of the Senate

224

244

246

235

205

-12.8%

Department of the House
of Representatives

255

281

262

240

226

-5.8%

Senators and staff

742

892

796

940

1,008

+7.2%

Members and staff

1,425

1,636

1,658

1,938

2,147

+10.8%

413

309

302

317

278

-12.3%

4,374

4,416

4,375

4,795

4,950

+3.2%

Other clients (DoFD)
Total

Indicator—Volume of IT
ser vices required

Under this agreement:
(a)

This year saw a 3.2% increase in the total
number of PCN user accounts over 2008-09.
User account use is reviewed twice per year to
identify unused accounts that can be deleted.
(b)

Indicator—Total cost of subprogram
The increase in the total cost of subprogram
3.2 is attributed to an increase in staffing and
supplier costs.

Electorate office support
The Presiding Officers and the Special Minister
of State signed an agreement on 14 May 2003
with respect to DPS providing IT support to
electorate offices on behalf of the Department
of Finance and Deregulation (Finance), which
meets agreed costs of this support. The original
agreement covered the period from 1 July 2003
until 30 June 2006. The 2003-06 agreement,
although expired, has continued as the basis for
the service arrangement.
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Change
since
2008-09

DPS (in consultation with Finance)
develops and maintains the Standard
Operating Environment (SOE) which is
used in Parliament House and electorate
offices, and for mobile use; and
DPS provides service desk and
remote desktop support services
for fixed and mobile access.

Finance engages external contractors to
supply, maintain and support onsite hardware
in electorate offices, to maintain communication
links to Parliament House from electorate
offices and to provide training services for
electorate office staff.
During 2009-10, DPS performed a range of
electorate office support activities including:
(a)
(b)
(c)

support and maintenance of the
OneOffice SOE and Electorate Office File
Servers including security patch updates;
SOE application updates including Adobe
Reader 9.3 and Internet Explorer 8;
release of the EOnet (a website for
the purpose of providing up to date
information and tools for technicians in
the field) into production; and

(d)

completing the rollout of
BlackBerry phones for Senators,
Members and their staff.

The workload for 2009-10 financial year of
23,557 calls to the Client Support help desk
was on par with the 23,582 calls received in the
2008-09 financial year.

The cost recovered by DPS from Finance
for providing core electorate office support
services for the 2009-10 financial year was
$2.06 million (GST exclusive).
A joint working group, comprising the
parliamentary departments and Finance,
was established in 2008-09 to determine
the feasibility of transferring electorate office
IT responsibilities from Finance to DPS. The
recommendations of the group have not yet
been finalised.

Figure 4.18—Subprogram 3.2—IT infrastructure services—quantity indicators

Quantity
indicator

Support
services

Performance
Measure
2007-08

2009-10

Number of support
services, by category:
a) support desk calls

51,948

52,131

46,607
(-10.6%)

b) training services

472 student
days

421 student
days

125
student days
(-70.3%)

c) consultations

7,570 hours

6,749.32 hrs

6,733 hours
(-0.2%)

4,375

4,795

4,950

e) amount of storage
under management

10,587GB

14,248GB

19,877GB
(+39.5%)

f) emails transmitted
across internet

26,963,482

31,019,589

51,129,211
(+64.8%)

21,336GB
downloaded

26,498GB
downloaded

38,927GB
(+46.9%)

2,931,214

2,558,032

2,271,907
(-11.2%)

674,584

355,280

211,706
(-40.4%)

4,375

4,795

4,950
(+3.2%)

d) total number of
registered users on the
PCN

g) external web accesses
from PCN
h) number of telephone
calls made that leave
Parliament House
i) number of facsimiles
sent
Volume of
IT services
required

2008-09

Number and percentage
change in registered users
supported on the PCN
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Figure 4.19—Subprogram 3.2—IT infrastructure services—price indicators

Performance
Price indicator

Measure
2007-08

IT support
infrastructure

Cost per registered user

$2,432

2008-09
$2,322
(-4.5%)

2009-10
$2,246
(-3.4%)

Broadcasting
support
infrastructure

Cost per broadcast hour

Telecommunications
infrastructure

Total costs

$1,744

$1,133
(-35.0%)

$1,304
(+15.1%)

$3.854m

$3.086m
(-19.9%)

$2,955m
(-4.2%)

IT infrastructure
services

Total cost of subprogram
3.2

$18.883m

$20.052m
(+1.6%)

$20.881m
(+4.1%)
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Program 4—Parliamentary records
services

(b)

Introduction

A project is underway to replace part of our
ageing broadcast archiving technology. The
new system will enable DPS to record and
archive parliamentary broadcast material in
digital format and will also provide for video-ondemand services.

Program 4 of the DPS Outcome and Programs
Framework is access to the work of the
Parliament through the provision of audiovisual and Hansard records of parliamentary
proceedings.
Two subprograms, Broadcasting services and
Hansard services, contribute to Program 4.

Subprogram 4.1—Broadcasting
ser vices
Broadcasting services involve the production
of an audio-visual record of parliamentary
proceedings (including committees), which are
available for broadcasting and archiving.

Indicator—Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction surveys are conducted
once per Parliament. The survey for the 42nd
Parliament was conducted in 2008-09. Two
main themes emerged from the individual
comments on Broadcasting services:
(a)

perceived problems with using external
service providers to record parliamentary
committee hearings held interstate.

The use of external service providers to record
parliamentary committees held interstate is
an important part of Broadcasting’s ability to
ensure we are able to cover multiple hearings
held concurrently in different locations across
Australia.
During 2009-10, Broadcasting services
received one formal complaint. The single
complaint was prompted by a human error
which disrupted broadcasting services to an
estimates committee for 8 minutes. Standard
procedures were revised to minimise the risk of
recurrence.
Nine plaudits were received including feedback
from ministerial and parliamentary clients,
as well as commercial television stations, for
our broadcast of the National Apology to the
Forgotten Australians and former Child Migrants
and coverage of the Indonesian presidential
visit.

the need to improve our webcast service
or introduce video on demand services;
and

Figure 4.20—Subprogram 4.1—Broadcasting services—quality indicator

Quality
indicator

Customer
satisfaction

Performance
Measure
2007-08
High level
of customer
satisfaction

Number of
customer
complaints

2008-09

2009-10

Not applicable

87%

Not applicable due
to customer survey
being conducted
only once per
Parliament.

4

3

1
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Figure 4.21—Subprogram 4.1—Broadcasting services—quantity indicator

Quantity
indicator

Performance

Measure
2007-08

Broadcasting
services

2009-10

Hours of material captured on audio-visual record, by category:
a) chambers

929

1,473

1,341

b) committees
(ACT hearings)

785

1,721

1,235

c) committees
(interstate hearings)

423

1,083

956

New
indicator

789

909

1,081

1,373

1,352

921

1,532

1,582

New
indicator

1,245

1,162

Number of other
productions
Number of audio-visual
services
Number of master
control services
Number of requests
for extracts of
parliamentary broadcast
material

Indicator—Broadcasting ser vices
(quantit y)
Chambers
There were 1,341 hours of chamber
proceedings broadcast (television and audio) in
2009-10. This is 132 fewer hours than 2008-09.
Commit tees
In 2009-10, 2,191 hours of parliamentary
committee hearings were recorded. While
this is a significant decrease compared with
2008-09 (2,804 hours), it is 9.8% higher than
the preceding pre-election year, 2006-07 (1,995
hours). The 22% committee workload reduction
in 2009-10 provided an opportunity for staff
to participate in broadcast system asset
replacement projects.
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2008-09

In 2009-10, following a successful six-month
trial, Broadcasting implemented single-officer
support to most parliamentary committee
hearings held interstate (where previously
one staff member from each of Broadcasting
and Hansard were involved). This significantly
reduced travel costs involved in providing this
service.
As in previous years, Senate Estimates hearings
(Estimates) placed considerable pressure
on broadcasting resources. During each
week of Estimates, four Senate committees
generally sit concurrently from 9am until 11pm.
This is in addition to sittings of the House of
Representatives, the Main Committee of the
House of Representatives and, on occasion,
House of Representatives standing committees.

Figure 4.22—Broadcasting and Hansard—Chambers Hours 1993-94 to 2009-10
1,800
1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
37th
Parliament

200
0

Hours

39th
Parliament

38th
Parliament

1993- 199494
95

1995- 199696
97

1997- 199898
99

1999- 200000
01

1,429

1,061

1,439

1,450

1,340

1,606

1,142

1,356

40th
Parliament

2001- 200202
03
937

1,460

42nd
P'ment

41st
Parliament

2003- 200404
05

2005- 200606
07

1,488

1,354

963

1,448

2007- 200808
09
929

1,473

200910
1,341

Figure 4.23—Broadcasting and Hansard—Committee Hours 1993-94 to 2009-10

3,500

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

37th
Parliament

39th
Parliament

38th
Parliament

40th
Parliament

42nd
Parliament

41st
Parliament

0

Hours

199394

199495

199596

199697

199798

199899

199900

200001

200102

200203

200304

200405

200506

200607

200708

200809

200910

2,327

2,483

1,222

2,862

2,628

1,948

2,490

2,266

1,254

2,479

2,606 1,479

2,438

1,995

1,208

2,804

2,191
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In May/June 2010, 16 House of Representatives
Committees met at the same time as Estimates
hearings. This was a particular challenge
for Broadcasting and, in order to meet this
demand, additional personnel were drawn from
Broadcasting’s temporary employment register
and extra overtime was required of permanent
staff.
Other productions
In addition to core broadcasting business,
DPS also provides audio-visual and production
services on a cost-recovery basis. These
services are subject to availability of staff not
otherwise engaged on primary parliamentary
broadcasting duties. There were 909 other
productions in 2009-10. This is a 15% increase
compared with 2008-09 productions.

sound reinforcement and recording services
for functions, meetings, seminars and special
events.
Master control ser vices
Master control services involve Broadcasting
staff connecting external media organisations
to the broadcast of selected parliamentary
proceedings and other special event
productions inside, and in the grounds outside,
Parliament House. In 2009-10, the number of
master control services increased marginally
from 1,532 in 2008-09 to 1,582.
Requests for ex tracts of
parliamentar y broadcast material

Audio-visual ser vices
In 2009-10, Broadcasting provided 1,352 standalone audio-visual services—a small reduction
from the previous year (1,373). This service
mostly involves lending audio-visual equipment
to clients in Parliament House. It also includes

DPS received 1,162 requests for extracts of
parliamentary broadcast material, most of
which were for chamber proceedings. This
is a small decrease when compared with the
2008-09 financial year (1,245). Requests for
this service came primarily from Senators and
Members.

Figure 4.24—Subprogram 4.1—Broadcasting services—price indicators

Performance
Price Indicator

Measure
2007-08

Broadcasting
services

2009-10

Cost per hour of material captured on audio-visual record, by category:
a) chambers

$961

$570

$718

b) committees (ACT
hearings)

$998

$527

$841

c) committees
(interstate hearings)

$1,198

$875

$838

Cost of other
productions

New indicator

$324,110

$369,003

Cost recovery from
other productions

New indicator

$337,061

$350,812

$6.051m

$6.267m

$6.440m (+3%)

Total cost of
subprogram 4.1
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2008-09

Indicator—Broadcasting ser vices
(price)
The increased cost per hour of material
captured on the audio-visual record for
chambers and ACT committees is mainly
due to the fact that Broadcasting has a fixed
cost structure and the significant decrease in
broadcast hours results in an increased cost
per hour.
Overall, the total cost for broadcasting services
in 2009-10 increased by 3%. This was largely
due to salary increases and increases in the
cost of the replacement of a variety of low-value
assets and was offset by decreases in travel
expenditure and offsite tape storage costs.

Cost of other productions
The cost to DPS of other productions in
2009-10 increased by 14% to $369,003. This
is attributable to increased demand for this
service.
Cost recover y from other productions
DPS recovered $350,812 through charging
for services provided to clients for nonparliamentary business. Revenue increased
by approximately 4% due to the demand for
production services from external clients.
DPS does not recover the cost of services
provided to clients for parliamentary business.
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Subprogram 4.2—Hansard ser vices
Hansard services comprise transcribing and
publishing reports of proceedings of the
Senate, the House of Representatives and
all parliamentary committees. Hansard also
provides transcription services for some
ministerial or Parliament-related conferences.

Figure 4.25—Subprogram 4.2—Hansard services—quality indicators

Performance
Quality indicator

Measure
2007-08

Customer
satisfaction

High level of customer
satisfaction

Timeliness of
transcription

83%

Not
applicable

2

5

2

a) chambers

3.0 errors

2.7 errors

2.6 errors

b) committees

1.4 errors

0.7 errors

1.3 errors

a) individual draft
speeches (2 hours after
speech finishes)

94%

95%

96.2%

b) electronic proof
Hansard reports (within 3
hours after House rises)

74%

70%

94.2%

c) hard-copy proof
Hansard reports (available
in Parliament House by
8:30 am the following
sitting day)

97%

100%

100.0%

100%

88%

100.0%

Error rate as notified
by customers (target:
maximum of 5 errors per
100 pages transcribed):

Percentage of transcripts
delivered for chambers
within service standards
(target: 95%):

d) electronic official
Hansard (15 non-sitting
working days following
the last sitting day in the
week)
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2009-10

Not
applicable

Number of customer
complaints
Accuracy of
transcription

2008-09

Figure 4.25—Subprogram 4.2—Hansard services—quality indicators (continued)

Performance
Quality indicator

Measure
2007-08

Timeliness of
transcription

e) hard-copy of official
Hansard (delivered to
publisher within 15
non-sitting working days
following the last sitting
day in the week)

2008-09

2009-10

82%

75%

100.0%

100%

92%

100.0%

b) 1-3 days

94%

86%

99.0%

c) 3-5 days

97%

91%

100.0%

d) over 5 days

94%

100%

100.0%

Percentage of transcripts
delivered for committees
within the following
standards (target: 95%).
Transcripts for priority
committees (a) and b)
below) are negotiated
with the Clerk Assistant,
Committees:
a) within 24 hours

Indicator—Customer satisfaction
Surveys are conducted once per Parliament.
The survey for the 42nd Parliament was
conducted in 2008-09. Two main themes
emerged from the individual comments on
Hansard:
(a)
(b)

delays in timeliness of transcription
delivery, particularly during Senate
Estimates hearings; and
number of errors in the electronic
publishing codes which cause difficulties
for customers searching ParlInfo.

Senate Estimate periods are the busiest times
of the year for Hansard and, despite the use
of technology, Hansard continues to be a very
labour-intensive process. To assist customers,
we now provide committee secretariats with
DVDs to enable Senators to review proceedings
while waiting for their Estimates transcripts.

The new Hansard Production System (HPS)
is currently in development and will enable
Senators and Members to see a rough unedited
version of Hansard every 15 minutes as it is
being produced. The new HPS will also use
new technology which will reduce the likelihood
of human error in selecting publishing codes.
This in turn will improve ParlInfo searching.
Hansard received two customer complaints
during 2009-10 (in respect of 3,532 hours
of transcribed proceedings). One complaint
related to the limitations of the current HPS
in sending draft speeches to Senators and
Members, and the timeliness of committee
transcripts. The second related to an urgent
transcript which was not loaded onto the
internet the same day. As issues arise and
on an ongoing basis, Hansard continues to
review and streamline its processes to improve
services to the Parliament.
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Indicator—Accuracy of transcription
Hansard error rates are based on the number of
corrections to draft chamber speeches returned
by Senators and Members, or corrections to
committee transcripts made by witnesses, and
accepted as Hansard errors. In 2009-10, the
error rate for chambers decreased by 0.1 to
2.6, while that for committees increased by 0.6
to 1.3. Both figures are well within the target of
five errors per 100 pages.

Indicator—Timeliness of transcription
Chambers
The service delivery standards for chamber
transcripts are listed at Figure 4.25. As the
delivery of draft speeches gives Senators and
Members their first opportunity to review the
Hansard transcript, delivery time is critical.
Hansard achieved 96.2%, exceeding the 95%
target and improving on the 95.2% achieved in
2008-09.
The service standard for publishing electronic
proof Hansard reports within three hours of
the chamber adjourning was met on 94.2% of
occasions. This was an improved result from
2008-09 (70.3%) and 2007-08 (74.1%), but still

slightly below the 95% target. Delays were
experienced due to initial installation difficulties
with DPS’s new digital audio system. The
delivery standard for hard-copy proof Hansard
reports delivered to Parliament House was met
on 100% of sitting days.
Commit tees
The service delivery standards for committee
transcripts are in four categories: within 24
hours (priority), within 1–3 days (priority), within
3–5 days and over 5 days. Delivery times for
priority hearings are negotiated with the relevant
Clerk Assistant, Committees.
There are several reasons for the improved
performance, including the reduced workload
normal in the third year of the parliamentary
cycle; improved resource planning and
management and implementing single-officer
support to committees held interstate (where
previously two officers travelled). Sending
one officer instead of two to support these
committees in most circumstances enabled us
to redeploy Hansard staff to transcription tasks
in Parliament House. This also contributed
to improved timeliness of committee
transcriptions.

Figure 4.26—Subprogram 4.2—Hansard services—quantity indicators

Quantity Indicator

Measure

Performance
2007-08

Transcription
services

Questions on Notice
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2008-09

2009-10

Number of hours transcribed, by category:
a) chambers

929

1,473

1,341

b) committees (ACT
hearings)

785

1,721

1,235

c) committees (interstate
hearings)

423

1,083

956

Number of pages of
answers to Questions on
Notice or Questions in
Writing in proof Hansard

New
indicator

1,116

1,675

Case study—Hansard

Michael Sloane began his time with Hansard
around three years ago, but took some time
away from DPS to pursue other interests
before returning. He describes the start of his
time in Hansard as ‘amazing’.
One of the attractions to him is the flexible
time he accrues, which makes up for some
very late and intense nights when Parliament
is sitting.
Michael works as part of a team of eight
editors, whose turn on the roster can
encompass either of the Chambers. Much of
his time is also spent working at committee
hearings, which provide a very different
experience again.

Michael is keen to point out there is more
to the job than may appear, but enjoys the
challenges. He particularly finds working in
Parliament House a great experience. ‘I just
love the access to facilities, and I am often
asked by family and friends to explain what is
happening’.
One aspect to his job that is highly enjoyable
is the changing atmosphere within the
Chambers.
‘Sometimes it can be quiet and very
procedural, while at other times the sense of
tension and occasion can be immense. It is
such a great experience to be part of’.
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Indicator—Transcription ser vices
Chambers
The figures for transcription services are the
same as those reported for broadcasting
activity and show the number of hours
transcribed in 2009-10 is lower than in 2008-09.
The figure of 1,341 chamber hours for 2009-10
is slightly lower (7%) than the previous second
year of a parliamentary cycle.
Transcripts were provided to occupants of
Parliament House in hard copy and were also
available electronically through ParlInfo, the
parliamentary database. Transcripts were
provided to the general public through:
(a)
(b)

(c)

the Australian Parliament House website
(including a search option using ParlInfo
Web);
libraries and educational institutions,
through the Legal Deposit and
Commonwealth Library Deposit and Free
Issue Schemes; and
direct subscriptions.

Commit tees
There were 2,191 hours of committee hearings
transcribed in 2009-10. This is a 22% decrease
when compared with 2,804 hours in the
2008-09 year, but a 10% increase on 1,995
hours in 2006-07 (the previous second year of a
parliamentary cycle). Senate Estimates hearings
again took place concurrently with House of
Representatives and Main Committee sittings.
This presented significant workload challenges
for Hansard.
Senate committee hearings, including Estimates
hearings, made up 74% of the total committee
workload, up from 66% in 2008-09. House
of Representatives committees made up
14% (down from 20% in 2008-09) and joint
committees 12% (down from 14% in 2008-09).
In 2009-10, DPS continued to use external
transcript providers to manage its peak
workload. External providers are engaged
on occasions to record and transcribe
parliamentary committee hearings held
interstate and to assist with the transcription
of committee hearings in the ACT, particularly
during the busy Senate Estimates hearings.
Hansard could not meet its delivery standards
during peak periods without assistance
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from external providers. This has become
increasingly important in managing workloads
with the general increase in committee activity,
particularly during sitting weeks. Without
relying on external providers in peak times,
Hansard would need additional permanent staff
to cover peak workloads, resulting in excess
transcription capacity at other times.

Indicator—Questions on Notice
In 2009-10 1,675 pages of answers to
Questions on Notice or Questions in Writing
were included in proof Hansard. This is a 50%
increase compared with 2008-09 (1,116) and
resulted in a significant increase in workload for
Hansard pre-publishing staff.
The hourly cost for chamber and committee
transcription in 2009-10 rose slightly (10.6% and
4.8% respectively) compared with 2008-09.
The increased cost per hour of transcription
is mainly due to the fact that Hansard has a
fixed cost structure and significant decrease in
hours of transcription results in an increased
cost per hour. The 2009-10 transcription costs
per hour of chamber sittings ($2,360) and
ACT committee hearings ($1,830) are directly
comparable with those of the second year of
the previous Parliament.
The transcription cost of interstate committee
hearings remained constant despite the
reduction in hours transcribed. This represents
a relative decrease in cost and reflects the
success of single officer travel in reducing travel
costs and increasing in-house transcription
capacity. In turn, this reduces the use of, and
expenditure on, external providers to complete
transcription work.
Overall, the total cost for Hansard services in
2009-10 decreased by 6%. This was mostly
due to significant savings in payments to
external service providers and reduced travel
costs in support of interstate committees.

Figure 4.27—Subprogram 4.2—Hansard services—price indicators

Performance
Price Indicator

Measure
2007-08

Hansard
services

2008-09

2009-10

Cost per hour
transcribed, by category:
a) chambers

$3,374

$2,134

$2,360

b) committees (ACT
hearings)

$2,942

$1,652

$1,830

c) committees (interstate
hearings)

$3,229

$1,961

$1,958

Total cost of subprogram
4.2

$10.198m

$11.517m

$10.862m
(-6%)
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Product and Service Development
Branch
Administered items

Indicator—E x tent to which building
works projects meet objectives

Introduction
DPS uses administered funds to plan, develop
and deliver into service:
(a)
(b)

same time preserving the design integrity
of the architecture, engineering systems,
art collections and landscape that make up
Parliament House.

a building works program; and
an artworks conservation and
development program.

During 2009-10, 21 projects were completed
with all projects meeting the agreed objectives
and in three of the projects, agreed objectives
were delivered above user expectations.

These programs support the operation
of Parliament into the future, while at the

Figure 4.28—Administered items—Building works—quality, quantity and price indicators

Quality
indicator

Extent to
which building
projects meet
objectives

Performance
Measure
2007-08
Client
acknowledgement
that a project has
delivered 90% of
agreed business
objectives (target:
100% of projects)

2008-09

2009-10

90.5%

100%

100%

Projects are delivered
to agreed timetables
(target: 100% of
projects)

86%

75%

95%

Extent to
which building
projects are
completed on
budget

Projects are
completed within
approved total
budget (target: 100%)

100%

100%

100%

Extent
to which
administered
funds are
expended
on building
projects

Cost of building
projects

$5,562,238

$8,421,938

$15,547,000

Quantity indicator
Extent to
which building
projects are
completed on
time
Price indicator
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A further three projects were stopped at an
early stage in favour of more cost-effective
solutions.

Indicator—E x tent to which building
works projects are completed on time
Of the 21 projects completed, 19 were delivered
within the agreed timeframe. Of the two late
projects, the first was delayed by access
constraints, and the second by actions to
ensure that safety requirements were met. The
late delivery did not affect service delivery.

Indicator—E x tent to which building
projects are completed on budget
All projects were completed within their
allocated budget.

Indicator—E x tent to which
administered funds are expended on
building projects
Increased capacity and capability in the
Building and Security Projects team resulted
in some $15.55m of administered funding
being spent on building projects. This was
84% of the budgeted spend, a significant
improvement compared with $8.42m, or 54% of
the budgeted spend achieved in 2008-09, and
$5.56m, or 39%, achieved in 2007-08.

Figure 4.29—Administered items—Artworks—quality, quantity and price indicators

Quality indicator

Extent to which the art
collection is developed

Measure

Acquisition proposals
approved by Art
Advisory Committee
(target: 100%)

Performance
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

100%

100%

98.3%

124

93

91

Quantity indicator
Extent to which the art
collection is developed

Number of new
artworks acquired

Extent to which the art
collection is conserved

Number of artworks
receiving preservation

17

18

9

Extent to which art projects
are completed on time

Projects are delivered
to agreed timetables
(target: 100% of
projects)

100%

100%

100%

$60,629

$26,063

$ 75,986

$271,382

$411,130

$346,149

Price indicator
Extent to which administered
funds are expended on the art
collection

Cost of artworks
preservation

Cost of art collection
development
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Indicator—E x tent to which the ar t
collection is developed

Indicator—E x tent to which the ar t
collection is conser ved

In 2009-10, the focus for art acquisitions
continued to be on areas of the collection that
are under-represented, and on increasing the
number of artworks available for display in
Senators’ and Members’ suites. Two acquisition
proposals submitted to the Art Advisory
Committee were not approved. In both cases,
the Committee requested that proposals for
alternative works by the same artists be resubmitted when other suitable work became
available. The Art Advisory Committee also
approved a forward plan for acquisition activity
for the next three years.

Nine artworks were subject to conservation
treatment in 2009-10. Many of the works
requiring conservation come from the HMC,
which includes a large number of paintings
dating from the early 20th century. The style of
framing and age of these paintings mean that
they generally require more active conservation
work than the more contemporary artworks
in the rotational collection. In addition to these
conservation treatments, a detailed assessment
of early HMC portraits was completed. This
assessment enabled a prioritisation of future
conservation work on this collection. A small
number of important contemporary artworks in
the collection were also conserved, primarily to
improve the quality of their mounts and frames,
with the objective of providing better long-term
protection.

Ninety-one new artworks approved for
purchase for the rotational collection addressed
priority areas for acquisition, including works
by artists based in Western Australia and
Queensland, indigenous artists and female
artists, as well as landscape works.
Three new portrait commissions for the Historic
Memorials Collection (HMC) were finalised;
former Prime Minister the Hon. John Howard;
former President of the Senate, Senator the
Hon. Alan Ferguson; and Chief Justice of the
High Court, Robert French. A new commission
for a portrait of the Speaker of the House
of Representatives, Mr Harry Jenkins MP,
commenced and is expected to be complete in
late 2010.
All art collection development projects were
completed on time.

A major project completed in 2009-10 was
the relocation of the 1297 Inspeximus Issue
of Magna Carta. This work was undertaken
in collaboration with the Department of the
Senate and, as part of the relocation exercise,
significant improvements were made to the
display case, lighting and security systems
supporting Magna Carta, with the objective
of ensuring the long-term preservation of
this internationally significant document. The
new display has improved the overall visibility
of Magna Carta, and includes enhanced
interpretation material, for a better visitor
experience, without compromising the security
and protection of the document.
All artworks conservation projects were
completed on time.

Indicator—E x tent to which
administered funds are expended on
the ar t collection
Costs attributed to art collection development
and conservation include the purchase price
of individual artworks, as well as payments for
delivery, framing, art consultancy services and
contracted conservation services.
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